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Facebook Unveils “You’re Being
Creepy as Fuck” Notification System

I

n response to a series of
complaints from parents,
college students, and reformed pedophiles, Facebook
announced last Thursday that
it would be rolling out a new
“You’re Being Creepy as Fuck”
notification system. The new
feature will display a warning
message to alert users when
the photos they are stalking
depict people under the age
of eighteen.
“Everybody knows what it’s

like to be stalking a cute girl on
Facebook, scrolling further and
further back into her photo
history, and then having to
abruptly remove your hand
from your pants when you realize the chick in that bikini pic is
fourteen,” explained Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg. “Our
new feature will help prevent
this occurrence by explicitly
telling you when you’re being
creepy as fuck.”
Sophomore Nate Campbell

A screenshot of the new “You’re Being Creepy as Fuck” Feature

is one of the many Facebook
users excited for the new release.
“I was going through Tiffany
Stamkin’s photos after we met
at a party. I had my hand lotion
and trusty jizz rag ready—then
all of a sudden I’m looking at
a picture of her in braces! Facebook users should have the
peace of mind to know that the
chick they’re secretly masturbating to is old enough to
provide legal consent.”
Users may also be glad to
know that the feature is entirely optional. “Obviously this feature can be turned off, because
sometimes it’s more fun not
knowing,” Zuckerberg said with
a wink. “We got your back.”
Facebook also announced
that it has teamed up with
youporn.com to deliver a targeted marketing campaign based
on users’ unique preferences
in females.

Area Bigot Struggles to Decide Between
Mormon and Black Man in 2012 Election
Faced by what he is
calling “The most unfortunate display of options since
the NBA finals,” area bigot
Jefferson Hezekiah admits
that he is struggling to choose
between presidential hopefuls Mitt Romney and Barack
Obama.
“The decision was so much
easier during the last election,” Hezekiah explained.
“Sure, it was pretty difficult
to watch a woman run for
vice president. But when you
compared Obama to McCain,
it was very black and white.”
Hezekiah says the decision is far more complicated
now that Obama is running
against a Mormon. “Now I
have to ask myself, ‘Do I want
the youth of America to start
growing up with five moms
and one dad, or one mom
and no dads?’” he explained
as tobacco drizzled down his
chin. “What happened to the
America where children were
raised by their own mother
and father, 1 male and 1
female, and where every kid

had close to a fifty percent
chance of not watching his
or her parents divorce?”
Hezekiah continued. “Well,
my Aunt raised me after my
mom ran away with a bible
salesman and my dad had an
affair with his sister, but at
least we knew how to worship
the lord Jesus Christ without
relying on any weird cultish

crap or gospel nonsense.”
At the very least, Hezekiah admits he is happy with
Romney’s selection of running mate Paul Ryan. “For
a minute I thought he was
going to pick that Marco
Rubio feller,” Hezekiah explained. “This country don’t
need no Mexicans in the
White House.”
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Publisher of “50 Shades of Grey” to Target Male
Demographic with “50 Shades of Sasha Grey”
The publisher of the best-selling
“Fifty Shades of Grey” series has
announced plans to release a new
book titled “Fifty Shades of Sasha
Grey.” The move comes as an
attempt to better target the male
demographic, a spokesperson from
Vintage Books confirmed, for the
2011 novel made quite a splash as
it hit the market.
The announcement has been
met with its fair share of skepticism. “Everybody knows that “Fifty
Shades of Grey” was only a success
because women don’t have the
computer skills needed to access
online porn and effectively clear
all evidence from their browser
history,” explained Women and
Gender Studies Professor Leanne
Helms. “But men, on the other hand,
lack the basic intelligence required
to read. So I don’t see how this book
can do well.”
Despite such criticism, initial

focus groups suggest that the new
book may indeed prove to be a
success. 9 out 10 men surveyed said
that they understood and enjoyed

The Hard-Backed Cover of “Fifty
Shades of Sasha Grey”

the book, although some admitted
that a few pages into the steamy
novel “Things started to get hard.”
Additionally, the only man who
didn’t enjoy the book admitted that
he was too busy masturbating to the
cover photo to ever actually open it.
In fact, the only major complaints
were related to plot structure, with
one survey participant commenting
that “the climax came too soon.”
Much of the book’s success
will ultimately depend on whether enough men will be willing to
read erotic fiction. “To help ease men
into the concept, we’ve included
lots of pictures,” explained Vintage
Books spokes-man John Brown.
“In fact, it’s mostly pictures with a
couple of captions here and there.”
The books will also be packaged
with two small helpful pamphlets,
“Reading with One Hand” and
“Paper-cuts: How and Where to
Avoid Them.”

Scientists Discover Life on Fontbonne Campus
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Sapphire, the Fontbonne Rover, continues her search for life.
A team of researchers from
Washington University in St.
Louis’s Earth and Planetary
Sciences Department rocked the
scientific community Monday
when they announced the
discovery of carbon-based life
forms on the Fontbonne University campus.
The discovery came late
Thursday evening when Sapphire, the $ 2.4 billion robot sent
to explore the desolate Fontbonne
terrain, detected abnormally high
levels of oxygen, water, and THC

at the south end of the campus.
Several hours of exploring eventually revealed the presence of 3
students, who had evidently been
living curled up between a pile of
rocks more than 5 feet below the
earth’s surface.
“For years, Wash U students
have gazed down Big Bend with
wonder and asked ‘are we alone?’”
said Head Researcher John Davis.
“For the first time in history, we
finally have the answer.”
The discovery has promoted
an active level of dialogue among

student groups, from campus
Christians asking “Should we
teach them to love God?” and
fraternities asking “Should we
rush them and teach them to
love beer?”
University researchers hope
that the findings will pave the
way for future endeavors. “Now
that we know there’s life on
the Fontbonne campus, the
possibilities are limitless” explained Davis. “Who knows?
One day we might even discover
intelligent life.”
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University Senior is the New Ugliest Thing on Campus Named “Eliot”

Washington University senior
Eliot Traftson is now the ugliest
thing named Eliot on campus,
according to a new study funded
by the Student Union.
“Everybody loves to complain
about how ugly Eliot is,” explained
SU senator Jonathan Stevens. “So
when we found out that Eliot Hall
was going to be torn down, we
decided to take it upon ourselves
to protect this timeless tradition
of complaining by finding the
next ugliest Eliot on campus.”
While most of the student

body is relieved that there is a
new thing called Eliot to hate
on, the results of the study have
proved disastrous for Eliot’s
social life. “My girlfriend left
me, my friends won’t go out with
me, and yesterday an entire tour
group stopped to point at me and
laugh,” admitted a teary-eyed
Eliot. “This one guy even took a
picture.”
Rachel Smith, Eliot’s ex-girlfriend, recalled the day that he
became the university’s ugliest
Eliot. “We were eating lunch

My Internship Last
Summer Was a Major
Step in My Professional
Development

and I was trying to convince him
to fly home with me and meet
my parents,” she said. “Then
I heard a loud crashing sound
and watched as Eliot Hall came
tumbling down in the distance.
I looked back across the table at
Eliot and suddenly thought to
myself, ‘Wow, this kid really has a
giant nose. With a wart on it. And
a unibrow.’ I don’t know how I
never noticed that stuff before.”
Others students have expressed similar feelings of disgust. “It’s really a shame,” said

fellow senior Ryan Daley. “Our
campus is just so beautiful, but
every now and then you’ll see
Eliot sticking out like a sore
thumb off in the distance and it
ruins everything. I mean, why
would Wash U ever admit somebody that ugly? He doesn’t fit in
with the rest of campus at all.”
In a related story, SU representatives have announced that
they will respond to construction on the underpass by beginning a new search for the best
Wash U student to draw ads on.

Well, that Intern
was Useless
by Stan Miller,
Boss

by Grant Kaufman,
Senior, tool
My corporate internship
last summer was definitely a major
step in my professional development. From day one I was involved
in multiple high value projects—it’s
clear that everyone at the company
really valued my opinion. Sure,
every now and then I had to make
the occasional cup of coffee for one
of my thirty-seven superiors, but
I spent most of the time tackling
complex, important problems, and
quality of my work definitely made
me standout from the other interns.

I managed to do a lot of networking
and established a great relationship with my boss, so I’m sure he’ll
put in a fantastic word on my behalf
when I apply for a full time position
next year. Sure, all the time I spent
networking and sitting in a cubicle
took a toll on my social life, but it’s
ok because after I receive a long term
offer and start working 90 hours per
week I won’t have time for petty
indulgences like friends anyway.

Which intern are we talking about
again? Grant? Was that the anal-retentive Asian kid or the brown-nosing
Jew? Oh, Kaufman. That name does
ring a bell. He was nothing special—I
wouldn’t go out of my way to recommend him for a full time position or
anything like that. For Christ’s sake
he couldn’t even make a decent cup
of coffee! Two sugars and a splash of
skim milk … how hard can it be? To be
honest, sometimes I wonder why we
even hire interns. The little shits don’t
do anything. Grant never had much

work, so he spent most of his time
sitting around admiring his ties and
browsing reddit. Then you’d give
him some menial task like making
copies, and when you thanked him
for it he’d get this pompous grin
and look so excited that I bet he
busted a nut right on the spot. That
kid would definitely be a lot better
off if he took the five zillion business cards he collected last summer
out of his ass and started getting in
touch with reality.
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Class of 2016 Brings Record
Number of Stanford Rejects

Incoming freshman Michael Rosenblatt
may not be attending Stanford University this
fall, but that does not mean his grandparents
aren’t still “very proud of him.” Rosenblatt
is not alone, as a record 55% of this year’s
incoming freshmen class was rejected by the
California university.
While rejection is always a bitter pill to
swallow, the grandparents of this year’s Stanford rejects still have reason to smile. Morton
and Ethel Rosenblatt of Long Island admit
that while they hadn’t heard of Washington
University until several months ago, they
have since learned more about the school and
now think very highly of it.
“At first, we were a little surprised,”
Morton confessed. “Michael has always been
a perfect student and we couldn’t understand
why somebody as smart and handsome as
him would be going to school in Missouri.”
Yet the Rosenblatts were soon surprised
to learn that Joshua Goldstein, the gifted
grandson of their friends Ari and Sarah, was
in fact a recent Wash U graduate himself.
“The Goldsteins told us that Wash U is
sometimes called ‘The Stanford of the
Midwest’!” explained Ethel, who beamed
with a re-found sense of pride. “Now I’ll have
something to tell all the gals at the weekly
mahjong!”

Mistakes Freshmen
Make

10.
The Rosenblatts cite the university’s
“strong pre-medical programs” and the
“numerous organizations designed to help
students connect with their Jewish identity”
as some of the little-known university’s other
redeeming qualities.
“It’s okay,” they began to justify,
”I’m sure he was only rejected because they
had too many applicants. He’ll just go there
after undergrad if the bubbulah wants.
I’m sure he didn’t want to go all the way to
California anyways. Now he can come home
for Passover!”
When asked whether he was glad
about his grandparents’ newfound respect
for Wash U, Michael rolled his eyes and
mumbled something about overbearing Jews
before excusing himself, saying the he “really
needed to smoke a fat blunt right now.”

Why are you excited for the new semester?
13% “I can’t sleep now without the
sound of someone vomiting”
17% “Friends at school suck
less than friends at home”
26% “To find out what the hell
they’re building now”
45% “TOTS!”
.01% “Frat basement dance parties”

Farting in the library

9.

Being caught masturbating
by your roommate

8.

Asking how strong the
punch is at a party

7.

Believing the guy who
tells you it isn’t that strong

6.

Asking why the frat house
soda is sticky

5.

Taking ALL the free condoms
from your hallway cause
you’re “totally gunna need
them some day”

4.

Professing your intense
love for the first person you
hook up with

3.

Not checking your elbows
during a game of Bierut

2.

Relying on Stud Life
for news

1.

Going to class and
being excited to learn

The new Wash U football season is right around the corner. What are your thoughts on the upcoming season?

Colton “Buck” Crawford
Quarterback, struggler
with reality
“I’m benching 20 pounds more
since last season and am so
ready for the NFL draft combine.
This is our year! Go Bears go
Bears go Bears yeah baby!”

George Washington
Passive agressive asshole
“Well, I did win a war and pretty
much single-handedly save and
unite our country, but it’s totally
cool if the school that’s named
after me can’t even manage to be
good at this one simple game.”

Andrew Shultz
Average junior

Dr. Stuart Hofstadder
Professor

“My thoughts on the
upcoming season of
Football? Is that a TV
show?”

“I find that attendance is
usually better when my
classes are scheduled during
the football games.”

Hank Van der Guijt
Dutch exchange student,
fervent nationalist
“Yes, football season is coming! Real
Madrid and Barcelona are the favorites but Ajax Amsterdam will win
the Champions League and bring
pride to the glorious Netherlands!”

